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Abstract: Jet substructure techniques such as subjet pT -asymmetry, mass-drop, and grooming have
become powerful and widely used tools in experimental searches at the LHC. While these tools provide
much-desired handles to separate signal from background, they can introduce unexpected mass scales
into the analysis. These scales may be misinterpreted as excesses if these are not correctly incorporated
into background modeling. As an example, we study the ATLAS hadronic di-W/Z resonance search.
There, we find that the substructure analysis – in particular the combination of a subjet asymmetry cut
with the requirement on the number of tracks within a jet – induces a mass scale where the dominant
partonic subprocess in the background changes from pp → g+q/q¯ to pp → qq¯. In light of this scale,
modeling the QCD background using a simple smooth function with monotonically decreasing slope
appears insufficient.
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1 Introduction
The Standard Model of particle physics has long provided us with guidance towards what new phe-
nomena to expect and how to find new particles. Now that the Higgs boson has been discovered, this
guidance is gone. In its place, experimental searches are often inspired by various models of physics
Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). While it is true that signals of BSM models such as supersym-
metry, extra dimensions, or strong dynamics are often characterized by widely diverse configurations
in the final state particles and often with varied topologies, it has also been internalized not to design
searches based only on ‘well-motivated’ BSM scenarios and to perform general purpose searches as
well. From the experimental side, the arguments are straightforward: searches should be exhaustive
in relation to what the designs and the performances of the colliders and the detectors can deliver,
and theorists’ prejudices should be a secondary concern.
One example of a general purpose search is the search for dijet resonances. One searches for a
bump in the falling continuum of the invariant mass of two jets observed in events consisting of say,
exactly two jets, irrespective of whether or not a given BSM model has already ruled out the existence
of such a particle based on some other search. While general purpose searches cover a large class of
potential BSM scenarios, they usually have fewer handles to distinguish signal from background than
a search dedicated to a particular model. For the case of dijet resonance searches, one traditionally
only has the jet energies, angular distribution, and dijet mass as handles. However, if we narrow
our search to resonances that decay to a pair of massive, hadronically decaying particles, we can
bring the tools of jet substructure to bear, thus gaining ways to distinguish signal from background.
Substructure techniques, proposed as early as in Ref. [1], have been tuned and improved over the years:
to increase tagging efficiencies of jets arising from the decay of boosted heavy particles and even of
standard detected objects such as leptons, photons, heavy flavor jets etc. [1–21]; to measure properties
of jets [22–26]; and to remove unwanted radiation from jets (namely, to groom jets) associated with
any event in a hadron collider [4, 27–35]. The goal of this paper is not to add to this already impressive
list of tools, but to urge more caution while using these tools. In particular, our purpose is to point
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out that substructure-based analyses may introduce unexpected scales in the background (often due
to QCD), which can give rise to miscalculated distributions and false excesses. We do not mean
to imply spurious scales are introduced only by substructure cuts, as kinematic cuts (pT , ηj , etc.)
certainly implant scales into the background. Our point is rather that all scales need to be correctly
incorporated into the background model.
In this paper, we use the recent ATLAS [36] analysis as a case study to illustrate the above point.
The ATLAS search was designed to find heavy and narrow resonances decaying to WW , ZZ, or WZ.
For resonances heavier than 1 TeV, the target region of the study, the daughter W/Z have such high
transverse momenta (pT ) that their subsequent decay products are nearly collimated. The search,
therefore, became a search for dijet events with each jet containing all decay products of a W/Z.
Naively, one might expect that forcing the mass of each jet to lie in the W/Z mass window is an
effective way to separate signal from background. Unfortunately, this does not work well. First, for
the range of jet pT in this study, a large number of background (QCD) jets also have a mass in the
W/Z window. Second, noise due to initial state radiation (ISR), multiple interactions, and pile-up
all contribute and make jets more massive. As the jet mass distribution in QCD is given by a falling
function (in the range of interests), effectively more and more jets move into the signal window due
to noise.
The ATLAS collaboration uses three techniques of substructure physics to reduce the background.
The first is the application of the idea proposed in Ref. [4], where they implement the so-called mass-
drop + asymmetry cuts, which distinguish jets containing massive particle decay products from jets
due to QCD. The second procedure (named “filtering”), also proposed in Ref. [4], grooms the jet to
remove elements due to noise. Thirdly, they count the number of charged tracks (say, ntrack) associated
with ungroomed jets and get rid of jets with a large number of tracks. The track count is a well tested
measure to discriminate gluon-initiated jets from quark-initiated jets or, in this case, di-quark (from
W/Z decay)-initiated jets. Since a significant part of the background contains gluon-initiated jets,
one again expects a good reduction of the background. Combining the tools mentioned above with
conventional cuts (such as a cut on the angle between the jets, etc.), ATLAS extracted impressive
separation of signal and background. In fact, they reported an excess of events (a bump-like feature
on top of the background) between (1.7 TeV - 2.2 TeV) after analyzing 20 fb−1 of data from 8 TeV
collisions.
Not surprisingly, the ATLAS report was followed by a rush of papers which tried to explain the
excess with new physics models (see Ref. [37] and references within), and little effort was spared in
order to comprehend the analysis critically. A special mention is Ref. [38], where a clear, systematic
study of the analysis was provided. The authors criticized many aspects of the parameters used in the
substructure analysis and also laid out clearly the scope for improvements. This paper continues in
the steps of [38] and questions the validity of the ATLAS background model, taken to be a smoothly
falling function. Such an approach makes sense when one does not expect any specific scale appearing
in the background. We actually find results contrary to the claim. To be specific, consider the dijet
background due to QCD. Before any substructure variables are introduced, the events are dominated
by jets initiated by gluons. The substructure variables generically (and the cut on the number of tracks
in a jet in particular) bring down the fractions of gluon jets with respect to jets initiated by quarks.
Depending on the exact values of the cuts, we find that a scale arises in the dijet-mass spectrum, below
which the background is dominated by g+q/q¯-type events (meaning, p+ p→ g+ q/q¯ at parton level)
and above which q q¯-type events take over. Both subprocess (g+q/q¯ and q q¯) are characterized by
smoothly falling distributions, but the slope is different between the two. Thus, once the subprocesses
are combined, the dijet mass spectrum ends up with a feature at the transition point that deviates
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from a single, smoothly falling distribution. When viewed with limited statistics – as in the ATLAS
analysis where the tail is populated by O(20) events, this feature can mimic a bump-like feature.
In the mass drop + asymmetry + ntrack cut analysis, we find that the crossover scale depends
critically on the ntrack cut. We also explore how the crossover scale changes under a relative quark
jet vs. gluon jet mismeasurement and the collider center of mass (c.o.m.) energy. Our motivation for
introducing a mismeasurement is that, while detector simulation programs include rough jet resolution,
the schemes employed are driven by the gross properties of jets (energy, angle, etc.) and may be
insufficient for detailed substructure variables. Also, given that the inability of Monte Carlo programs
to adequately describe the different detector response to quark vs. gluon jets has been used in the
past to explain excesses – most notably the W + jj excess observed by CDF in 2011 [39, 40] – it
is worth investigating the robustness of the ATLAS analysis in the presence of slight relative q/g
mismeasurement.
We emphasize that even though we use the ATLAS report as a case study to illustrate that a
more careful understanding of the background is warranted when one uses substructure variables, the
scope of this work is more general and applies to other jet substructure searches. In particular, we
note that a similar physics signal has also been studied by the CMS collaboration with 8 TeV [41],
and 13 TeV [42] data, as well as by ATLAS using 13 TeV [43] data. The results stated in this paper
are relevant for all these analyses. However, each of these studies are qualitatively different, and, as a
consequence the magnitude of the effect stated in this paper will be quantitatively different for each of
these cases. Analyzing every one of these studies is beyond the scope of this paper, and we will stick
with the analysis as reported in Ref. [36].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section. 2 we discuss how various substructure-
based observables alter the quark/gluon content of events due to QCD; in Section. 3 we demonstrate
that the ATLAS analysis of Ref. [36], in particular, can give rise to a bump like feature in events due
to QCD, at a scale generated by the use of various substructure based cuts as well as on relative q/g
energy mis-measurements; and finally in Section. 4 we conclude.
2 Quark vs. Gluon Bias from Substructure Analyses
It is well appreciated and understood that jet substructure variables can play crucial roles in reduc-
ing the backgrounds due to QCD. From discovering new physics [4, 12, 44–46] to measuring cross-
sections [47] of various standard model processes, these variables have been shown to be useful both
by experimentalists [48] and theorists. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that, in addi-
tion to reducing the background, on applying these variables one inadvertently also ends up changing
the nature of the background. Let us be more precise. Various grooming algorithms such as fil-
tering [4, 27, 28], trimming [31], etc., reduce the bin-by-bin count in jet-mass distribution for large
jet-masses when applied to QCD jets. In this section we show that after these techniques are used,
the quark-gluon fractions in each bin is also altered, i.e., bins originally occupied mostly with gluon-
initiated jets may get flooded by quark-initiated jets.
We begin with a sample of Cambridge-Aachen (C/A) [49–51] jets of R = 1.2, constructed out of
QCD dijet-events (details of the simulation will be given in Section 3). We split the sample based on
partons initiating the jets. The jet mass and pT distributions of the samples are shown in Fig. 1. The
QCD events are made with pˆT > 500 GeV
1, whereas the jets are constructed with pT > 550 GeV. As
a result, the pT spectra obtain a peak like feature. Even though the gluon and the quark initiated
1Here the hat denotes a parton-level variable.
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jets have similar pT distributions, in general, gluon-initiated jets obtain more masses since these have
larger probabilities for energetic and large angle emissions. Further, since we use jets with large area,
all jets accumulate a large amount of noise. This shifts the mass spectra for both kinds of jets to
higher values.
Figure 1: The mass and pT distribution of the jet sample before filtering. The quark and gluon
initiated jets are represented by blue (dashed) and red (solid) lines respectively.
In order to understand the effect of grooming on these jets, we subject them to filtering and
trimming. While these processes sound similar, their effect on jet masses can be dramatically different
when considered on a jet-by-jet basis. Both filtering and trimming involve re-clustering the constituents
of a jet with a smaller radius (denoted here by R = Rfilter and R = Rtrim for filtering and trimming
respectively). In the case of filtering, a fixed number of hardest subjets (namely, nfilter) are kept,
whereas in trimming all subjets with pT > ftrim pTj are kept. In this section (and throughout this
paper) we use the standard parameters for filtering and trimming, namely:
Rfilter = 0.3 , nfilter = 3 ; and Rtrim = 0.2 , ftrim = 0.03 . (2.1)
We use C/A algorithm to re-cluster jets in case of filtering, whereas we use the kT -algorithm [52, 53]
for trimming as recommended by the authors.
The results are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. We quantify the degree of grooming as mfilteredj /mj and
mtrimmedj /mj , where mj represents the ungroomed jet-mass, m
filtered
j and m
trimmed
j represent groomed
jet-masses after the jet goes through filtering and trimming respectively. Note that, for a given jet
a quantity of interest is mj/pTj , which gives the angular size of the jet. In Figs. 2 and 3 we have
plotted the probability density functions (pdfs) for both gluon and quark initiated jets as functions of
the degree of grooming and mj/pTj . There are two lessons: (i.) the figures demonstrate that both the
grooming algorithms treat jets differently based on the partons initiating the jets, and (ii.) this q/g
discrimination depends sensitively on the grooming algorithm.
In case of filtering, the gluon initiated jets are groomed significantly more than the quark initiated
jets with the same angular dimensions. Understanding this behavior is straightforward and has to
do with the multiplicities of particles in a jet. Note that even though gluons and quarks differ both
in spins and color charges, the difference in multiplicities of particles in jets initiated by gluons and
quarks is mostly due to their color charges. In fact, at leading order, the multiplicity of any type of
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Figure 2: The effect of filtering on jet mass distributions on the gluon (left) and the quark (right)
initiated jets. The pdfs in each cases are plotted as functions of mj/pT of the ungroomed jets and the
mass fraction mfilteredj /mj .
particle in gluon-initiated jets is enhanced w.r.t. the quark initiated jets by simply the group theory
factors (namely, CA/CF ) [54]. The energy dependence of this factor of enhancement arises at NLO
via αs. Note that a significant amount of theoretical effort has gone towards understanding the ratio
of average multiplicities in quark vs gluon initiated jets (denoted by 〈Ng〉 and 〈Nq〉 respectively). At
NNLO, for example, it was shown in Ref. [55] that
〈Ng〉
〈Nq〉 =
CA
CF
{
1−
√
αsCA
18pi
(
1 + 2
nfTF
CA
− 4nfTFCF
C2A
)
+ O (αs)
}
(2.2)
During filtering, once we re-cluster the constituents of the jet with a small radius Rfilter, we expect
to get a larger number of subjets for gluons. Since filtering does not care about the pT distribution
of the subjets and simply removes all except nfilter number of hardest subjets, we expect the gluon
initiated jets to lose more in mass. This fact is reflected in Fig. 2, where we see a larger number of
gluon-initiated jets with the degree of grooming at around 0.8−0.9, whereas a relatively large number
of quark-initiated jets keep their masses even after filtering, suggesting that 3-hardest subjets with
R = 0.3 contain essentially all of the hard components in quark jets.
We obtain qualitatively and quantitatively different effects for trimming. Because of the use of
a smaller radius, namely Rtrim < Rfilter, we probe subjets of much smaller sizes (even though we are
using kT algorithm instead of C/A) for trimming. Also, a subjet-pT dependent grooming procedure
allows us to groom more aggressively overall compared to filtering. This explains why both q and
g jets lose more in mass due to trimming as opposed to filtering. In order to understand the more
aggressive nature of trimming in case of quark jets, note that gluon initiated jets have a larger relative
contribution from the single hard emission configuration, which is little impacted by trimming. Indeed,
a pattern similar to this has also been reported by Ref. [48], where gluon-initiated jets are found to be
less volatile [19] under pruning [15, 16]. In Fig. 4 this fact is demonstrated for quark and gluon jets. A
large fraction of quark jets sustain significantly more mass loss (lose around 80% of their ungroomed
masses) than the gluon jets, most of which lose around 20%-40%.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we show that grooming alters the nature of jets occupying a certain jet mass
bin. We plot the g/q fraction (namely, the number of gluon jets in the bin divided by the number of
quark jets in the same bin) as a function of the center of the mass bin. The blue (triangle) points
represent the g/q fractions before jets are groomed, whereas the red (circular) points represent the
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Figure 3: The effect of trimming on jet mass distributions on the gluon (left) and quark (right)
initiated jets. The pdfs in each cases are plotted as functions of mj/pT of the ungroomed jets and the
mass fraction mtrimmedj /mj .
.
Figure 4: The g/q fractions (defined in the text) as functions of jet-masses. The blue (triangle)
points represent the distributions when ungroomed masses are used to populate mass bins. The
distributions for groomed masses are shown by the red (circular) points. The left (right) plot uses
filtering (trimming) as the grooming algorithm.
same after grooming. The left (right) plot shows the result when filtering (trimming) is used for
grooming. In case of filtering, it is straightforward to see that as the gluon initiated jets lose more
in mass, more gluons start occupying the low mass bins. As a result the gluon fraction increases
for lower mass and the quark fractions increase for high mass bins. The effect is more pronounced
for trimming, suggesting that the gluon-initiated jets at high masses also lose more masses than the
quarks. Note that the quark-initiated jets that lose the largest fraction of their mass via trimming
originally had small ungroomed jet masses, i.e. they occupied the first few bins in the ungroomed
jet mass distribution (see Fig. 1 ). After trimming, these jets still occupy the first bin even if their
masses have been drastically reduced. On the contrary, there are a lot more gluon jets in the high
mass bin for the ungroomed case, which now move to the lower bins after grooming is done, increasing
the gluon fraction in the low mass bins.
The purpose of these plots (especially Fig. 4) is not to give a quantitive measure of the g/q
fraction, but rather to demonstrate that the grooming procedure introduces a bias, which is not
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typically accounted for in collider studies. This bias depends on specific grooming procedures, as well
as the mass bins concerned.
Figure 5: The effect of cuts on ntrack, the number of tracks associated with a jet. The left figure
shows the distribution of ntrack (each track with pT > 0.5 GeV) for the gluon jets (red and solid),
and the quark jets (blue and dashed). The right plots show the effect of cuts on ntrack on the g/q
fraction, where we plot the double-ratio (namely, the g/q fraction with a cut divided by the g/q fraction
without a cut). The blue (circular), red (square), and green (pentagon) points represent ntrack < 40,
ntrack < 30, and ntrack < 20 respectively.
A well studied substructure variable that has been employed in order to discriminate q/g is count-
ing the number of tracks associated with jets. The number of tracks counted inside a jet or ntrack is
related to the number of charge particles associated with a shower and is given in Eq. (2.2).
Studying the distribution of ntrack is, however, troublesome. This observable is infrared unsafe,
and the distributions produced by various parton-showers do not typically match [56]. As we mention
before, the purpose of this work is not to give a quantitive estimate of the effect of cuts on ntrack, but
rather to point out the bias introduced by a cut. In the left plot in Fig. 5 we show the distribution
of the number of tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV associated with quarks and gluon jets (as produced by
Pythia 8). The red (solid) and blue (dashed) lines gives the distributions for the gluon and quark
initiated jets respectively. In the right plot we introduce cuts on ntrack. We measure the g/q fractions
in various mass-bins (ungroomed jet mass) before and after we impose the cut on ntrack, and plot the
ratios of these fractions. In the figure we represent these double ratios for cuts ntrack < 40, ntrack < 30,
and ntrack < 20 with blue (circular), red (square), and green (pentagon) points. It is straight forward
to understand that a harsh cut on ntrack reduces the g/q fractions in each bin. A non-trivial feature
is that the fractional increase in the quark content depends sensitively on the bin, suggesting that the
high mass gluon jets are characterized by relatively large numbers of tracks.
3 Scales on the Tail of QCD Distributions due to q/g Bias
In this section we provide a concrete example where q/g bias in the analysis gives a non-trivial shape
to the QCD background. The di-boson resonance search by ATLAS [36] provides us with the case
study. As explained in the introduction, the analysis relies on the following strategy: (i.) collect all
events with two jets; (ii.) employ a set of standard kinematic cuts that screen events further; (iii.)
subject each jet from the selected event to substructure analyses, which attempt to tag the jet to be
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a W/Z-jet (meaning, the jet includes all decay products of W/Z particles); and finally (iv.) select
all events with two tagged jets, and search for a V V (WW,WZ, or ZZ) resonance in the dijet mass
spectrum.
A V V -resonance candidate with mass say 2 TeV will show up in the dijet mass-spectrum as a
bump on a falling spectrum (due to QCD) at around 2 TeV. Naively, one expects the shape of the
background to be smoothly falling. In fact, the analysis in Ref. [36] relies on this. The ATLAS
collaboration fits the background with a smooth function, where the slope of the jet mass distribution
changes monotonically over the mass-scales of interest. Such an assumption is problematic. As we find
in this study, the high mass bins in the dijet spectrum are typically dominated by q q¯-events, whereas
the low mass bins are mostly g+q/q¯-events, which implies that there must be a scale where both are
comparable. Below this scale, the slopes of the falling distribution is determined by the g+q/q¯-events,
and above it the slope is given by q q¯-events. Therefore, one finds that even though the combined
distribution asymptotically (far away where these two distributions cross over) matches to individual
distributions, a bump like shape may be generated where both subprocesses are comparable.
An additional issue that can play a vital role in determining the shape of the distribution is the
relative mass mis-measurement of q vs. g initiated jets. The dijet mass bin where the g+q/q¯ and q q¯
events cross-over (hence, the location of the feature in the spectrum) depends crucially on the amount
of relative mass mis-measurements.
In this section, we begin with the details of the simulation in Subsection 3.1, follow it up by brief
descriptions of conventional+substructure variables in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively, show how
we model relative mass mis-measurements for q vs. g initiated jets in Subsection 3.4, and finally show
the effect of these variations in the dijet mass spectrum in Subsection 3.5.
3.1 Simulation details
In this subsection, we lay out clearly the simulation details and the flow of cuts we use to come to the
conclusion.
1. In our study all the events are generated using Pythia 8 [57, 58]. In order to populate a large
number of QCD dijet events in the region of interest without generating an astronomical number
of initial events, we impose a couple of harsh cuts at the parton level, (i) on the transverse
momenta of the partons; and (ii) on the invariant mass of the dijet system. In particular, we
impose the following criteria:
pˆT > 500 GeV and Mˆ > 1000 GeV . (3.1)
Both of these cuts introduce additional scales in our theory (namely, 500 GeV for individual
jet-scales and 1000 GeV on the dijet masses), though these scales are far from the region of
interest and, therefore, should not affect the analysis.
2. In order to provide a semi-realistic environment for high energy collisions, we use Delphes [59].
We use the standard Delphes card to simulate the details of the ATLAS detector. We only
collect the track and tower outputs from Delphes, and additional functionalities such as jet
reconstruction or energy rescaling of Delphes are not used in our study. At the tower level,
all entries of pT < 1 GeV and associated with the hadronic calorimeter are discarded. For the
electromagnetic calorimeter, we only discard tower entries of pT < 0.5 GeV. At the level of
detector simulation, all tracks with pT > 0.1 GeV are kept with varied η and pT dependent
efficiencies. For all charged particles, their respective efficiencies are maximized for |η| < 1.5 and
pT > 1 GeV. For further details, see the Delphes card in [59].
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3. The tower entries from Delphes are checked and reweighted to make sure that the 4-vectors are
massless. Further, since we are only going to restrict ourselves to the output from the central
part of the detector (following Ref. [36]), we only keep the tower and track outputs within
|η| < 2.0. Following Ref. [36], we impose a stronger cut on the tracks (namely, pT < 0.5 GeV).
After the selection is made, each track is replaced by a “ghost” 4-vector with arbitrarily small
energy, and collinear with the corresponding track. The negligible energy of the ghost-particles
ensures that, even if these are included in the clustering procedure, the jet-properties remain
unaltered. Selected towers and the ghosts are clustered into jets using C/A jet algorithm [49, 50]
as implemented in Fastjet [60, 61]. We use R = 1.2 and pTmin = 20 GeV to define the jets. A
straightforward counting of the number of ghosts clustered into a jet gives a count of the number
of tracks associated with that jet.
3.2 Standard Kinematic Cuts
Events are selected as long as the two leading jets (namely, J1 and J2 with the convention pTJ1 ≥ pTJ2 )
from the event satisfy the following criteria:
pTJ1 ≥ 540 GeV and pTJ2 ≥ 20 GeV
|ηJ1 − ηJ2 | < 2.0
pTJ1 − pTJ2
pTJ1 + pTJ2
< 0.15
(3.2)
Throughout this study, we do not alter this choice of kinematic cuts. All events that fail to meet these
criteria are discarded, and all distributions presented in this paper belong to events that pass this set
of cuts.
3.3 Substructure Analysis
Next, both J1 and J2 are subject to mass-drop and filtering criteria [36]. We utilize the mass-drop +
filtering code as implemented in Fastjet. This algorithm, proposed originally in Ref. [4] for finding the
Higgs scalar, de-clusters a given jet (constructed using a recombination algorithm) until it reaches a
stage of clustering where both the parents are significantly lighter than the daughter, and, at the same
time, the parents have fairly similar transverse momenta. Quantitatively, this stage of mass-drop is
characterized by a splitting 1 + 2→ 3, with
max (m1,m2) ≤ µcut m3 and min
(
p2T1 , p
2
T2
)
∆R212 > ycutm
2
3 . (3.3)
We declare a jet to be a jet-with-substructure if it passes the mass-drop+asymmetry criteria. All passed
jets are then filtered. During filtering, a jet’s constituents are reclustered with the C/A jet algorithm
with R = Rfilter parameter and only the nfilter hardest subjets are retained. Following Ref. [36] we use
the following parameters
ycut = (0.45)
2
, µcut = 1.0 , Rfilter = 0.3 , nfilter = 3 . (3.4)
We declare a jet-with-substructure to be W/Z-tagged if the filtered mass of the jet lies in the signal
window (namely, (60 − 110) GeV). Also note that because of the choice of a trivial µcut parameter,
the mass drop+asymmetry cut reduces to simply an asymmetry cut.
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3.4 Implementing Relative Scaling in q vs. g Initiated Jets
In this subsection we attempt to understand the effect of a relative mis-measurement between q
and g initiated jets. The reasons for this study are twofold: first, while Delphes includes tower-by
tower resolution functions, these may be insufficient to capture quark vs. gluon jet differences at the
substructure level; second, differences between quark and gluon jets have explained excesses in the
past [39] and are therefore worth exploring. The analyses in this section may appear to be rather
naive. However, we think that even this simplistic procedure sufficiently demonstrates that such a
mismeasurement can be important. The details are as follows:
1. One jet in the g+q/q¯ sample is chosen at random. Given the selected jet (designated by a
4-vector) in the direction kˆ, we rescale its momentum 4-vector in the following way:(
E,P kˆ
)
→
(
E(1 + δ), P (1 + δ)kˆ
)
⇒ δm = δ ×m (3.5)
The naive rescaling in Eq. (3.5) represents a bias in the mis-measurement of energy. It is
rather simplistic in that it assumes that the energy measured in all calorimeter cells in a jet
gets mis-measured by the same amount. Even though the angular information of each cell is
kept unaltered, the enforcement of masslessness condition (for each cell) forces us to rescale the
magnitude of momentum by the same amount. As a result, the final jet 4-momentum is collinear
to the unscaled version. A more general procedure, where each cell is rescaled independently,
also changes the direction of the 3-momentum of the jet.
2. We select δ from a normal probability distribution with mean 〈δ〉 and standard deviation σδ =
〈δ〉.
P (δ) =
1√
2piσδ
exp
( (δ − 〈δ〉)2
2σ2δ
)
(3.6)
3. We repeat this procedure for both the jets in the gg-event sample. The energy and momenta for
the jets in the qq-sample are not re-weighted.
3.5 Results
In this subsection, we describe results after an event goes through all the procedures outlined above.
Before proceeding, though, let us summarize the analysis chain:
1. We generate events using Pythia 8, and simulate the detector using Delphes. Calorimeter cells
form Delphes are clustered using C/A algorithm, R = 1.2 (see Subsection 3.1 for details).
2. We enforce standard kinematic cuts that accept events with at least two hard jets with the
leading jet pT > 540 GeV and the other jet being not too dissimilar (see Eq. (3.2)).
3. Each jet goes through the substructure analyses, and therefore is characterized by (i.) the original
momentum 4-vector, (ii.) the momentum 4-vector after grooming is done, and (iii.) the number
of tracks associated with the ungroomed jet. Additionally, we also obtain a boolean associated
with a jet (whether or not it is a jet-with-substructure). For details see Subsection 3.3.
4. Finally, jets are rescaled as outlined in Subsection 3.4.
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Figure 6: The mass of the leading jet (mJ1) in the dijet events, which satisfy Eq. (3.2), for various
partonic processes. Also, all jets in these figures are jets-with-substructure. The left plot contains
the distribution of ungroomed jet masses when no cut on tracks is given. The right plot shows the
distributions for filtered jet masses for jets with ntrack ≤ 30.
We now investigate kinematic distributions for the partonic subprocesses p+ p→ g + g, p+ p→
g + q/q¯, and p + p → q + q¯. We are interested in the shape and relative rates of the subprocess and
study how they are affected by the substructure analyses.
We first attempt to understand how the number of tagged-jets (recall jets are considered tagged
if their groomed mass falls within 60 − 110 GeV) depends on filtering and the ntrack cut. We are
interested in scenarios with mJ1J2  mJ1 ,mJ2 , where mJ1J2 refers to the dijet invariant mass. Given
this hierarchy, one might naively expect that mJ1J2 is insensitive to fluctuations in mJ1 ,mJ2 . However,
as the value ofmJi determines whether or not a jet gets tagged, and the dijet invariant mass distribution
is calculated using only tagged jets, understanding the individual jet masses is crucial. We demonstrate
the effect of filtering and ntrack cut on jet masses in Fig. 6, where we have plotted the jet-mass
distribution of the leading jets for the partonic subprocesses, p p→ g g, p p→ g + q/q¯, and p p→ q q¯.
Rather than focusing on the signal window, we take a larger range in jet-masses. All events plotted
in this figure satisfy Eq. (3.2), and all jets in these figures are jets-with-substructure. In the left frame
of this plot we show the ungroomed jet masses for the leading jets before we apply filtering or a cut
on the number of tracks. In the right frame we show the distributions of filtered jet masses after we
impose the cut on ntrack ≤ 30.
Focusing on the signal window of Fig. 6, we find that the nature of jets in the signal window
changes drastically as we apply the cut on ntrack and filter the jet. In the left plot the signal window is
dominated by jets from g+q/q¯-events, whereas in the right plot a much higher fraction of jets within
the signal window arises from the q q¯-event sample. Importantly, we find that the effect of filtering
on jets-with-substructure is relatively minor. The drastic change in the nature of jets in the signal
window is mostly due to cuts in asymmetry+ntrack. This conclusion is in line with the effects shown
in Fig. 5.
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Figure 7: The mJ1J2 distributions for the dijets, with the different colors indicating different partonic
contributions; red for g g, green for q q¯, blue for g + q/q¯, and the total of all contributions in black.
The jets in all four panels fall in the signal mass window 60 GeV < mJ < 110 GeV and pass the
pT , mass-drop, and jet balance cuts from Eq. (3.2). The difference between panels lies in the track
and filtering requirements; the left panel shows the distributions when ungroomed jets without the
track requirement are used to construct the dijet invariant mass, while the right panel includes a track
requirement and uses filtered jets.
Our results in Fig. 6 imply that the combination of jet grooming and a ntrack cut might impart a
nontrivial shape on the mJ1J2 distribution. As this procedure has a higher acceptance for the q q¯-event
sample, the number of events that pass all selection criteria will have a significantly higher fraction of
q q¯-events. If the differential distributions in q q¯-events differ significantly from that in g + q/q¯-events,
one may expect a new scale to arise where these partonic processes contribute equally. We illustrate
this point in Fig. 7, where we show the distribution of the dijet invariant mass mJ1J2 for the mass
range 1.0 TeV ≤ mJ1J2 ≤ 2.5 TeV. For this plot we require that the event pass the selection criteria
in Eq. (3.2), that both jets in each event are jets-with-substructure, and that both jets are tagged.
In the left panel we use ungroomed jets to construct the dijet mass spectrum, whereas we only use
filtered jets with ntrack ≤ 30 for the right panel. As shown in these plots, at low mJ1J2 , the dijets
primarily come from processes with one quark/antiquark and one gluon at parton level. However at
higher mJ1J2 , p p→ q q¯ takes over. More importantly, the crossing point where the contributions from
q q¯ and g + q/q¯ are equal is strongly sensitive to the substructure analysis and the track requirement.
We get a glimpse of this sensitivity by comparing the left and right panels of Fig. 7. If we do not
impose a cut on ntrack, we do not find the crossing point within the range of study. However, after
requiring ntrack ≤ 30 in each jet (before filtering), the crossing point for the filtered dijets shows up at
around 1.5 TeV and the g g contribution becomes negligible throughout the whole mass range.
Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate that the differential distribution dσJJ/dmJ1J2 for the QCD back-
ground may not be adequately described by a smoothly falling function with a slope decreasing mono-
tonically, such as the function used by the ATLAS collaboration,
f(x) = p0 x
p1 (1− x)p2 , (3.7)
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where pi are coefficients and x = mJ1J2/(8000 GeV). It is more appropriate to fit the differential
distributions for each of the subprocesses with the function in Eq. (3.7). Fitting the total distribution
with Eq. (3.7) makes sense only if one of the partonic subprocesses completely dominates over the
entire domain2 . If the domain we want to fit includes a crossing point where the dominant subprocess
changes, such a simple fit will not suffice. To be more exact, we define the point of crossing (namely
µcross) via the relation:
µcross →
(
dσqg
dmJ1J2
− dσqq
dmJ1J2
)
mJ1J2=µcross
= 0 . (3.8)
For mJ1J2  µcross and for mJ1J2  µcross, a function like Eq. (3.7) provides an appropriate fit, with
different parameters in these two ranges. If we insist on fitting the total background with a single
function of the for in Eq. (3.7), one generically obtains a good fit for the mJ1J2  µcross region, as
this is where most of the data lies, and a mis-measured tail. With low statistics at mJ1J2  µcross,
one may erroneously mistake the mismodeled tail for a bump due to new physics.
To get a more concrete idea of what features this transition scale can introduce, we turn to pseudo-
experiments. Starting with a sample of dijet events which passes the kinematic and substructure
cuts, we select events at random and apply a track cut and q vs. g smearing following Sec. 3.4.
If both jets in the selected events, post smearing and track cut, have mass in the signal window
60 GeV ≤ mJi ≤ 110 GeV, we record the dijet mass. We repeat this procedure until we find
604 events, the number of events ATLAS reports using the WW selection, then plot and fit (using
Eq. (3.7)) the distribution3. Since the number of events is limited, the fit is driven by the low-mJ1J2
region where g + q/q¯ dominates. This procedure has to be repeated from scratch for every choice of
track cut and smearing in order to maintain the interplay between the individual jet mass window and
the dijet mass spectrum. Four sample pseudo-experiments, generated using a track cut of ≤ 35 tracks
and smearing with 〈δ〉 = −0.03, is shown below in Fig. 8.
While Fig. 8 shows just a handful of pseudo-experiments for a fixed ntrack and 〈δ〉, it does illustrate
that a µcross ∼ 1.8 TeV can generate the similar features in the dijet mass spectrum to what ATLAS
observes in Ref. [36]. Scenarios with higher or lower crossing points are less likely to look like ATLAS
data. If the crossing point is higher, any features that show up as a result of µcross will be at
mJ1J2 > 2 TeV, while if the crossing point is lower the fit would be driven by q q¯ subprocesses
and any shape differences between g+q/q¯ and q q¯ will be fitted away. The ntrack used in Fig. 8 is
different than the cut used in the ATLAS analysis, but the difference is comparable to the variation
in ntrack among different Monte Carlo generators [25, 56].
In this particular scenario, therefore, understanding µcross is critical. However, as we have pointed
out repeatedly, µcross depends sensitively on the substructure analysis, the cut on ntrack, and on the
relative mis-measurement in q/g-initiated jets. Note that, in Figs. 6 and 7 we do not use any relative
rescaling, and only compare the variation of µcross after the substructure cuts have been applied
and, therefore, find little dependence on filtering. In general, however, all the three quantities play
important roles. In the rest of this section, we show the variation of µcross as we change these.
2The ATLAS fit was validated in several control samples, such as before W/Z tagging or using tagged jets with a
signal window 40 ≤ mJi ≤ 60 GeV. However, unlike the signal region, the control samples are dominated by a single
partonic process: before boson tagging, g + q/q¯ completely dominates while qq¯ dominates the 40 ≤ mJi ≤ 60 GeV
sideband for mJ1,J2 > 1.2 TeV.
3We note that our signal mass window is slightly different than the ATLAS W or Z selection. Additionally, as we
have generated events with a parton-level dijet mass cut of 1 TeV, our dijet mass distribution does not match with
ATLAS at the lowest mJ1J2 values. To account for this, our mJ1J2 fit is restricted to the range 1.3− 2.6 TeV
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Figure 8: Dijet invariant mass spectrum for four sample pseudo-experiment using a track cut of ≤ 35
tracks, rather than the ATLAS value of ≤ 30, and smearing gluon jets with respect to quark jets with
〈δ〉 = −0.03. For this set of parameters we find µcross ∼ 1.8 TeV, and a noticeable bump.
Given a grooming procedure, a cut on ntrack, and a given 〈δ〉, we determine µcross by fitting the
differential distributions for each of the parton level processes independently with the function in
Eq. (3.7). The value of µcross is calculated numerically, as the crossing point of these fitted functions.
We show the results of this study in Fig. 9, where we plot µcross as functions of 〈δ〉 for different values
in ntrack. The left and right panels of Fig. 9 show the comparison of this variation as we change the
center of mass c.o.m. energy of the pp collision.
The generic pattern of the variation of µcross as functions of 〈δ〉, is same whether the c.o.m. energy
is 8 TeV (left plot) or 13 TeV (right plot). As more tracks are admitted into jets, the gluon (either
in g + q/q¯ or gg parton processes) contribution to dijet events grows. In the absence of any q/g
relative mis-measurement, this pushes the crossing point out to higher values of mJ1J2 . Smearing with
a negative δ combats this trend, as negative δ implies that the gluon jet energies decrease relative to
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Figure 9: Crossing point µcross, defined in Eq. (3.8) as a function of the q/g energy mis-measurement
parameter 〈δ〉 for various assumptions on the number of tracks allowed. The left (right) plot shows
the variation for a 8 TeV (13 TeV) collider. In both the plots, the blue empty squares correspond to
each jet having ≤ 25 tracks, red circles are ≤ 30, green triangles ≤ 35, and orange inverted triangles
≤ 40. The requirement in the ATLAS analysis is ≤ 30 tracks.
quark jets, driving mJ1J2 to lower values for subprocesses with gluons. By the same logic, tightening
the track requirement (recall ≤ 30 is the number used by ATLAS), suppresses the gluon contributions
and brings µcross lower, which can be compensated by having a larger q/g relative mis-measurement
with positive δ. For the same cuts on ntrack, and 〈δ〉, the crossing point µcross increases with higher
c.o.m. energy.
Before ending this section let us restate that, once we impose the mass drop + asymmetry cut
in Eq. (3.4), filtering has a mild effect on the value of µcross as long we use the same cut on ntrack.
However, there is no reason to suspect that all grooming methods will have such a minor effect. In
fact, filtering is the least aggressive groomer to begin with. One also expects a sizeable effect if we
change the substructure analysis itself (i.e. an algorithm other than mass-drop + asymmetry). In
this context, we study the behavior of µcross if we replace the mass drop + asymmetry cut + filtering
part of the analysis with trimming. Specifically, we select all events that satisfy the cuts in Eq. (3.2).
All jets from the selected events are then trimmed using the parameters in Eq. (2.1) and, as before,
we declare a jet to be W/Z-tagged if the trimmed mass of the jet lies in the signal window (namely,
(60− 110) GeV).
Using this trimmed version of the analysis, we then study the behavior of µcross as we vary the
number of tracks and the relative quark vs. gluon smearing. The results are shown below in Fig. 10.
The variation of µcross as a function of 〈δ〉 for a given cut on ntrack, shows a similar pattern as filtering.
However, the exact value of µcross, when all other cuts remain the same, depends on whether we use
trimming or mass drop + asymmetry cut + filtering. For example, when we set 〈δ〉 = 0.04, ntrack ≤ 35,
we find µcross gets lowered from 1.9 TeV to 1.8 TeV as we use trimming for substructure analysis.
4 Conclusion
In resonance searches, one looks for an invariant mass bump on top of a smoothly falling background
that is usually modeled by a simple monotonic function. In this paper, we question the applicability
of this modeling approach in analyses that use jet substructure techniques. Using Monte Carlo,
we investigate commonly utilized techniques like filtering, trimming, and a cut on the number of
tracks within a jet (the last of which is infared unsafe), and find that they exacerbate the differences
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Figure 10: Crossing point µcross as a function of 〈δ〉 for various assumptions on the number of tracks
allowed. In the plot we use trimming as substructure variable instead of mass-drop+filtering. The red
circles correspond to each jet having ≤ 30 tracks, green triangles ≤ 35, and yellow inverted triangles
≤ 40.
between quark-initiated and gluon-initiated jets. When these q/g differences are propagated to more
complicated observables such as the dijet mass, the result is a relative shift in which partonic subprocess
(q q¯, g q, or g+q/q¯ for the case of a dijet study) dominates. As different subprocesses have different
shapes, the transition from one dominant subprocess to another cannot reliably be modeled by a
simple monotonic function. Additionally, data-driven validation of fitting functions can be misleading
if the subprocess composition in sidebands/control regions is significantly different than in the signal
region.
To assess the impact of jet substructure variables on q vs. g jets quantitatively, we investigate the
recent ATLAS search for resonances decaying to a pair of hadronic W/Z [36]. This analysis received a
lot of attention as it revealed a tantalizing hint of an excess around 1.8− 2.0 TeV. In order to better
separate signal from background, the jets in the ATLAS analysis are checked to make sure that these
do not contain more that a certain number of charged tracks inside, are then checked for substructure,
and finally are filtered.
Repeating the ATLAS analysis on Monte Carlo dijet events, we find that the substructure cuts
along with a cut on the track-count, in particular, induce a transition scale µcross in the dijet mass
distribution. At masses below µcross, g+q/q¯ partonic processes dominate, while above it q q¯ is largest.
If we fit the background by a single, simple function with monotonically decreasing slope, the fit is
dominated by low mJ1J2 , where the bulk of the events lie. Extrapolating this (g+q/q¯ driven) fit
into the region where q q¯ dominates, the change in background slope can appear – when viewed with
limited statistics – as an excess. Apart from depending on the cuts on substructure variables, we also
find the value of µcross to be sensitive to any relative quark jet vs. gluon jet energy mismeasurement.
Exploring these dependencies, we find there are several combinations of ntrack and the relative q vs. g
smearing parameter 〈δ〉 that yield a crossing scale in the vicinity of 1.8 TeV. This value is significant
– 16 –
because, for µcross ∼ 1.8 TeV we find the mismatch between the q q¯ background and g+q/q¯ fit can
reproduce the excess observed by ATLAS (once the limited number of background events have been
taken into account). While it still may be the case that the excess seen by ATLAS is due to new
physics and will persist with more data, the results of our study demonstrate the dangers in overly
simple background modeling in analyses employing jet substructure.
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